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Autonomous Ground Vehicle Path Planning in Urban
Environments Using GNSS and Cellular Signals Relia-
bility Maps: Simulation and Experimental Results

A framework for autonomous ground vehicle (AGV) path planning
using global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) signals and cellu-
lar long-term evolution (LTE) signals is evaluated through several
simulations and experiments. The objective of path planning is to
prescribe the optimal path for the AGV to follow to reach a desired
target point. Optimality is defined as the shortest distance, while
minimizing the AGV’s position estimation error and guaranteeing
that the uncertainty about its position is below a desired threshold.
Path planning is prescribed via signal reliability maps, which provide
information about regions where large errors due to cellular signal
multipath or obstructed GNSS line-of-sight are expected. Simulation
results are presented demonstrating that utilizing ambient cellular
LTE signals together with GNSS signals 1) reduces the uncertainty
about the AGV’s position, 2) increases the number of feasible paths
to choose from, which could be useful if other considerations arise
(e.g., traffic jams and road blockages due to construction), and 3)
yields significantly shorter feasible paths, which would otherwise be
infeasible with GNSS signals alone. Experimental results on a ground
vehicle navigating in downtown Riverside, CA, USA, are presented
demonstrating a close match between the simulated and experimental
results.

I. INTRODUCTION

To ensure safe and efficient operation of future au-
tonomous ground vehicles (AGVs), one must establish
performance guarantees prior to their deployment into the
environment. These performance guarantees consider the
AGV’s sensing and computation capabilities as well as
environmental factors (e.g., road map, traffic, weather, time
of day, etc.). Issues pertaining to perception, navigation,
and control of AGVs become increasingly coupled [1], [2].
In this respect, an AGV could plan its path, which may
temporarily detract it from its desired final destination,
in exchange for improving its situational awareness and
guaranteeing desired safety measures [3].
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This article considers the following problem, originally
defined in [4] and [5]. An AGV is equipped with receivers
capable of producing pseudoranges to overhead global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) satellites (e.g., [6]–[9])
and to cellular long-term evolution (LTE) base stations in
its environment (e.g., [10]–[13]). The AGV fuses these
pseudoranges to estimate its position and clock bias. The
AGV is also equipped with a 3-D building map of the
environment (e.g., [14], [15]). Starting from a known point,
the AGV desires to reach a target point by taking the shortest
path, while minimizing the AGV’s position estimation error
and guaranteeing that the uncertainty about its position is
below a desired threshold. Toward this objective, a signal
reliability map is first generated that specifies which signals
are reliable to use at different locations and at different times
in the environment. Each point in the environment has a
corresponding signal reliability (a boolean measure) for the
different overhead GNSS satellites and nearby cellular base
stations. A reliable GNSS satellite means that there exists an
unobstructed line-of-sight (LOS) to that satellite. A reliable
cellular base station means that the pseudorange bias due
to multipath is below a certain threshold. Next, equipped
with this signal reliability map, a path planning generator
produces 1) the optimal path to the target point, if any, and 2)
other feasible paths the AGV could take. These suboptimal,
yet feasible, paths could be useful should the AGV choose
to not follow the optimal path, e.g., to avoid traffic jams and
road blockages due to construction or emergency. A table
specifying the reliable GNSS satellites and cellular base
stations to use along the optimal and feasible paths is also
generated. Two path planning algorithms are considered:
One which is suitable for short travel times and assumes
that the GNSS satellite geometry is fixed, while the other is
suitable for long travel times and considers GNSS satellite
motion. The second algorithm is more computationally
involved. The prequel of this article surveyed related work
and presented relevant models, analytical derivations, and
algorithm development [5]. This article presents compre-
hensive simulation and experimental studies for different
realistic scenarios to evaluate the accuracy and efficacy of
the proposed approach on an AGV navigating in a deep
urban environment.

This article is organized as follows. Section II gives
an overview of the different driving scenarios considered
in this article. Sections III and IV present simulation and
experimental results evaluating the performance of the path
planning approach, respectively. Finally, Section V con-
cludes this article.

II. SCENARIOS OVERVIEW

The simulation study considers three different AGV
driving scenarios, in which we have the following.

1) Scenarios 1 and 2 compare the feasible paths for two
AGVs, where one of the AGVs does not use cellular
LTE signals to produce an estimate of its state (i.e.,
the AGV only uses GNSS signals). These scenarios

demonstrate that utilizing the freely available cellu-
lar signals in the environment for AGV navigation a)
reduces the position estimation error and b) increases
the number of feasible paths to the target point.

2) Scenario 3 compares the two path planning algo-
rithms which a) assume fixed GNSS satellite ge-
ometry and b) consider GNSS satellite motion, for
a long travel time (long trajectory). This scenario
demonstrates the effect of satellite motion on the
performance of each of the algorithms.

3) Scenario 4 considers different combinations of re-
ceivers: global positioning system (GPS) only, GPS
+ cellular, GPS + Galileo, and GPS + Galileo +
cellular, to study the impact of adding different types
of signals.

The experimental study was conducted on a ground
vehicle driving in downtown Riverside, CA, USA, using
real GPS and LTE signals. Three driving scenarios are
considered, in which we have the following.

1) Scenario 1 compares the experimental navigation
performance with the performance simulated by the
path planning generator. A close match is demon-
strated between the optimal path generated experi-
mentally and in simulation.

2) Scenario 2 evaluates the navigation performance
when the vehicle traverses the shortest path, which
is an infeasible path according to the path planning
generator. This scenario demonstrates that the path
planning generator was able to predict poor (unsafe)
navigation performance.

3) Scenario 3 considers long travel time (long trajec-
tory) and compares the two path planning approaches
which a) assume fixed GNSS satellite geometry and
b) consider GNSS satellite motion. This scenario
demonstrates an improved navigation performance
in the path planning generator that accounts for
GNSS satellite motion.

The significance of the proposed AGV path planning
framework is threefold and is clearly demonstrated in the
simulation and experimental results herein. First, it is shown
that using cellular signals in the environment “opens up”
new areas to navigate reliably and safely, which were infea-
sible with GNSS only. This alleviates the need to equip the
vehicle with additional high-grade sensors that may violate
cost, size, weight, and power (C-SWaP) constraints. Second,
it is shown that the proposed approach can successfully
predict whether the AGV’s paths satisfy or violate a desired
position estimation uncertainty. This is crucial for safety
considerations as the shortest (or some other path) may not
be safe to traverse. Third, the optimal path accounts for
both distance and position mean-squared error (MSE) to
ensure that lengthy, yet safe, paths (e.g., paths that require
the AGV to leave and re-enter the urban environment) are
deweighted.
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Fig. 1. Skyplot showing elevation and azimuth angles of GNSS
satellites over Riverside, CA, USA, at 11:00 A.M. UTC, August 23, 2018.
The numbers correspond to the pseudorandom noise code for each GPS

and Galileo satellite [19], [20]. Data source: [21].

Fig. 2. Simulation environment showing start and target points and
location of cellular base stations. This figure was obtained with

ArcGIS [14].

III. SIMULATION STUDY

This section presents simulation results evaluating the
performance of the path planning approach developed in [5].

A. Simulation Environment Setup

The simulation environment considered an AGV navi-
gating downtown in Riverside, CA, USA. A 3-D building
map of this environment was obtained from ArcGIS [16].
The GNSS satellite constellations comprised GPS and
Galileo satellites. Fig. 1 illustrates the GNSS satellites’
skyplot over Riverside at time t = 11:00 A.M., coordinated
universal time (UTC), on August 23, 2018. The elevation
and azimuth angles for both GPS and Galileo satellites were
obtained using the PyEphem Python library [17]. Satellites
with an elevation angle less than 15◦ were not used, as
signals from these satellites tend to be severely degraded
due to ionosphere, troposphere, and multipath [18].

Fig. 2 illustrates the simulation environment. The sim-
ulation settings for all four scenarios are summarized in
Table I.

TABLE I
Simulation Settings

B. GNSS Simulation

GNSS signal reliability maps were generated. The
GNSS satellite ephemeris data was found on the North
American Aerospace Defense Command two-line element
data set [22]. A 3-D building map was obtained from Ar-
cGIS. The accuracy of the map is expected to be around
4.13 m based on a study of OpenStreetMap [16], [23]. A
Python toolbox in ArcGIS was created to generate point
features with reliability map information for a specified time
interval. GNSS LOS was calculated by generating a line
feature of fixed length along the LOS between the GNSS
satellite and the point feature location. GNSS LOS was
calculated at 5-s intervals, and times with changed visibility
were recorded as tuples.

C. Multipath Simulation

Pseudorange biases caused by multipath were simu-
lated. The complex channel impulse responses on a grid
of receiver locations were generated using Wireless Insite
X3D model [24] to calculate multipath bias bm,p according
to

bm,p � χm + cτi(0) − dLOS, m = 1, . . . , M (1)

for each receiver location index p. In (1), we have the
following.

1) c is the speed of light.
2) dLOS is the length of the LOS path and is equal to the

distance between the receiver and the transmitter in
each simulated receiver location.

3) τi(0) is the time of flight of the first received peak
and is an output of Wireless Insite.

4) χm is the multipath interference bias, calculated from
(7) and (8) in [5]. The parameters to construct χm are
given in Table I, among which X , ai(x), and τi(x) are
outputs of Wireless Insite.
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Fig. 3. Simulated induced multipath bias for all cellular base stations
obtained from (1).

TABLE II
Scenario 1 Thresholds

The simulated induced multipath biases {bm,p}4
m=1 ob-

tained from (1) for all four transmitters and {pi}1000
i=1 receiver

locations with a spacing of 8 m are shown in Fig. 3. It
is worth noting that the path planning generator evaluates
the position MSE calculated using the LTE measurement
variance and multipath-induced biases but does not generate
simulated LTE pseudorange measurements.

D. Simulation Scenario Description

The output of the path planning generator is studied
over four scenarios. In the first two scenarios, two AGVs
were considered with the same start and target positions and
time of departure. The optimization problem for each AGV
used the same threshold values λ̄max and r̄max. The optimal
and feasible paths for both vehicles were calculated using
Approach A described in [5], which does not account for
GNSS satellite motion. AGV A was equipped with only
GPS and Galileo receivers, while AGV B was equipped
with GPS, Galileo, and cellular LTE receivers. The receiver
clocks were synchronized for each vehicle, and the appro-
priate matrix B was used (see [5, (5)]).

In the third scenario, an AGV was equipped with GPS,
Galileo, and cellular LTE receivers. The AGV prescribed a
long trajectory, with different start and target locations from
the first two scenarios. A trajectory is considered long if it is
expected to take longer than 15 min to traverse or if there is a
sharp change in the GNSS LOS along the path. The optimal
and feasible paths were calculated using the following: 1)
Approach A: does not account for GNSS satellite motion;
2) Approach B: accounts for GNSS satellite motion [5].

Fig. 4. Simulation results for Scenario 1. (a) Optimal path for AGV A,
generated after relaxing the eigenvalue constraint from λ̄max = 4 to
λ̄max = 4.44. (b) Optimal path and three feasible paths for AGV B

without relaxing the eigenvalue constraint (i.e., with λ̄max = 4). The
optimal path Path B1 was shorter and produced less total RMSE than all

other paths: Paths A1, B2, B3, and B4. This figure was obtained with
ArcGIS [14].

TABLE III
Scenario 1 Results

�No feasible path was found for AGV A. This path was found after relaxing
the eigenvalue constraint.

In the fourth scenario, four receiver combinations were
considered: 1) GPS only, 2) GPS + cellular, 3) GPS +
Galileo, and 4) GPS + Galileo + cellular. The position
root mean squared error (RMSE) and maximum eigenvalue
metrics were calculated over a few locations to analyze
the impact of adding receivers to the simulated positioning
accuracy.

E. Simulation Results

1) Scenario 1: Table II shows the thresholds used for
both AGV A and AGV B. The user-specified thresholds
are r̄max and λ̄max, from which ηmax is computed according
to (16) in [5], and ηm corresponds to the mth element of
R−T

a 1(N̄+M̄ )×1ηmax. The thresholds were chosen such that

r̄max +
√

λ̄max is approximately half the width of the street.
The thresholds were chosen to bound the error statistics
such that the vehicle does not calculate position to be in the
middle of a building or at a different location index further
up the street. It is important to know the correct closest loca-
tion index because the set of reliable transmitters is different
for each location index. Using the reliable transmitters at
an adjacent location index can cause the AGV-mounted
receiver to use measurements that are not reliable.

For the given simulation settings, AGV A had no fea-
sible path which satisfies the constraints. One path was
returned by the path planning generator by relaxing the
eigenvalue constraint to λ̄max = 4.44 m2. Fig. 4(a) illustrates
this path. Table III presents this path’s distance, total RMSE,
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TABLE IV
Scenario 2 Thresholds

maximum eigenvalue, and the cost function value (see [5,
(12)] for optimization problem). For a given path π , the
total RMSE was calculated according to

Total RMSE =
√∑

p∈π MSE(p)

h(π )

where h(·) denotes the number of locations in path π . In
contrast, AGV B had four feasible paths without the need
to relax the eigenvalue constraint (i.e., with λ̄max = 4), with
Path B1 being the optimal path. Fig. 4(b) illustrates these
paths and Table III compares them.

The following can be concluded. First, including cel-
lular LTE signals made the optimization problem feasible,
without having to relax the constraint. Second, including
cellular LTE signals resulted in several feasible paths to
choose from (besides the optimal path), which could be
useful if other considerations arise. Third, while the optimal
path ended up yielding the shortest distance together with
the total RMSE, a tradeoff between the shortest path and
the total RMSE can be seen in the other feasible paths (e.g.,
Path B2 has lower total RMSE than Path B3 but has longer
distance).

2) Scenario 2: This scenario is similar to Scenario 1,
except that the eigenvalue constraint is relaxed even further
to obtain several feasible paths for AGV A. Table IV shows
the new thresholds used for both AGV A and AGV B.

By changing the constraints from Scenario 1, the num-
ber of feasible paths for AGV A increased from zero to
two, while for AGV B, they increased from 4 to 12. Fig. 5
illustrates these paths and Table V compares them.

The following can be concluded. First, while both AGV
A and AGV B found optimal and feasible paths, the op-
timal path for AGV B was significantly shorter than that
for AGV A. Hence, utilizing cellular signals “opened up”
areas in the environment that were otherwise infeasible
with GNSS only. Second, slightly relaxing the constraint
resulted in many new feasible paths versus Scenario 1,
with the optimal path, Path B1, in Scenario 2 being reason-
ably shorter than the optimal path in Scenario 1 (namely,
33% shorter) with a slightly larger RMSE (namely, 11%
higher). It should be noted that in a realistic scenario, if the
designer found that there would be no feasible paths for
the vehicle, a receiver for another GNSS constellation (or
additional sensors) can be added, instead of adjusting the
constraints.

3) Scenario 3: Tables II and VI show the simulation
settings for this scenario. The simulation settings were

Fig. 5. Simulation results for Scenario 2. (a) Feasible paths for AGV A,
where Path A1 is the optimal path. (b) Four feasible paths for AGV B
which produced the lowest cost function, i.e., Paths B1–B4. (c) Paths

B5–B8 for AGV B in order of lowest to highest cost function value. (d)
Paths B9–B12 for AGV B in order of lowest to highest cost function

value. This figure was obtained with ArcGIS [14].

TABLE V
Scenario 2 Results

TABLE VI
Scenario 3 Settings
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for Scenario 3. (a) Four feasible paths from
Approach A which produced the lowest cost function, i.e., Paths A1–A4.

(b) Paths A5–A8 from Approach A in order of lowest to highest cost
function value. (c) Paths B1–B4 from Approach B in order of lowest to
highest cost function value. (d) Paths B5–B8 from Approach B in order
of lowest to highest cost function value. This figure was obtained with

ArcGIS [14].

chosen at a time when there were sharp changes in the costs
and constraints over the duration of the AGV’s trajectory
due to GNSS satellite motion. The value ζ was chosen such
that the search space for Approach B included all paths that
were feasible using Approach A.

For the given simulation settings, there are eight feasible
paths according to Approach A, and 279 feasible paths ac-
cording to Approach B. Fig. 6 shows the first eight feasible
paths using either approach and Table VII compares them.

The following can be concluded. First, new feasible
paths became available in Approach B. There were 48
feasible paths with lower cost than Path A1. This occurred
because after the start time, there was a significant decrease
in the maximum eigenvalue in several areas in the road net-
work, which resulted in a large increase in the number of fea-
sible paths. Clearly, there was large discrepancy between the
simulation results of both approaches, which demonstrates
that accounting for satellite motion is necessary for long
trajectories. Second, there were feasible paths according to
Approach A that were in fact infeasible, e.g., Paths A1 (the
optimal path), A2, A5, and A6. An AGV that takes any
of these paths will suffer from a navigation performance
violating the desired constraints. Even if the optimal path for
Approach A was the same as that of Approach B, the table of
reliable GNSS satellites and cellular base stations produced
by Approach A does not account for satellite motion and
may become unusable as GNSS satellites’ LOS geometry
changes over long durations. This may cause the AGV
to ignore measurements that are in fact reliable or accept
measurements that are unreliable. This result demonstrates

TABLE VII
Scenario 3 Results

the importance of accounting for satellite motion for long
trajectories.

4) Scenario 4: This scenario compares four receiver
combinations: 1) GPS only, 2) GPS + cellular, 3) GPS
+ Galileo, and 4) GPS + Galileo + cellular. The position
RMSE and maximum eigenvalue metrics are calculated
over a few locations to demonstrate the impact of adding
receivers to the expected positioning accuracy. The path
planning metrics are calculated using the simulation settings
in Table IV. Fig. 7 shows the position RMSE and maximum
eigenvalue metrics.

Based on Fig. 7, it is obvious that using receivers 1)
and 4) is expected to yield the worst and best navigation
performance, respectively. This can be seen based on both
the position RMSE and eigenvalue constraint metrics. The
RMSE with receiver 3) was lower than 1) in some loca-
tions. This result is expected because more Galileo satellites
than cellular base stations were present (namely, 7 versus
4). However, there are some locations where receiver 2)
outperforms 3). This is especially true for the maximum
eigenvalue metric, which corresponds to the maximum
position uncertainty and the upper bound on the position
bias. It can be seen that there is one location where the
maximum eigenvalue constraint is satisfied for 2) but not
for 3). This shows that although 3) performs better than
2) for many locations, there are some locations that using
cellular signals can “open up” areas in the environment that
were otherwise infeasible with GNSS only.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

This section presents experimental results for ground
vehicle path planning in an urban environment with real
GPS and cellular LTE signals.
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for Scenario 4. The shown receiver
combinations are (a)–(b) GPS only, (c)–(d) GPS + cellular, (e)–(f) GPS +

Galileo, and (g)–(h) GPS + Galileo + cellular. The left column (a), (c),
(e), (g) corresponds to simulated position RMSE. The right column (b),
(d), (f), (h) corresponds to the simulated largest eigenvalue metric. N/A
corresponds to the situation in which the vehicle-mounted receiver did
not have a sufficient number of measurements to estimate the vehicle’s

position. This figure was obtained with ArcGIS [14].

TABLE VIII
Characteristics of the LTE Base Stations

A. Experimental Setup and Scenario Description

A vehicle is equipped with two consumer-grade om-
nidirectional Laird antennas [25] to receive cellular LTE
signals at two frequencies specified in Table VIII. The
vehicle’s position is taken as the midpoint of the antennas.
The cellular LTE signals were down-mixed and sampled
using a National Instruments (NI) dual-channel universal
software radio peripheral (USRP)–2954R, driven by a GPS-
disciplined oscillator [26]. The vehicle was also equipped
with a Septentrio AsteRx-i V integrated GNSS and inertial
measurement unit (IMU) module, which is equipped with a
dual antenna, multifrequency GNSS receiver, and a Vector-
nav VN-100 micro-electromechanical system IMU. Septen-
trio’s postprocessing software development kit (PP-SDK)
was used to process carrier phase observables collected by
the AsteRx-i V and by a nearby differential GPS base station
to obtain a carrier phase-based navigation solution. This in-
tegrated GNSS-IMU real-time kinematic (RTK) system was
used to produce the vehicle’s ground truth path. The GNSS
receiver also produced GPS pseudorange measurements.
Cellular LTE pseudorange measurements were produced
with the Multi-channel Adaptive TRansceiver Information

Fig. 8. Experimental setup. (a) Vehicle used to conduct the experiment,
equipped with AsteRx-i V GNSS-IMU module, antennas, USRP–2954R,

and laptop for storage and processing. (b) Hardware setup mounted on
top of the vehicle. (c) Hardware setup placed inside the vehicle.

Fig. 9. Location of four cellular LTE base stations in downtown
Riverside, CA, USA whose signals were used. Red X’s signify locations

where the measurement noise variances and cellular clock bias
parameters were calculated. This figure was obtained with ArcGIS [14].

eXtractor (MATRIX) software-defined receiver [13], [27].
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8.

The experiment was conducted in downtown Riverside,
CA, USA. The characteristics of the four LTE base stations
are summarized in Table VIII and their locations are de-
picted in Fig. 9. The GPS receiver and LTE receiver clocks
were not synchronized, and the appropriate matrix B was
used (see [5, (6)]). The red “X” signifies locations where
the vehicle was stationary for a few seconds, during which
the measurement noise variances and cellular clock bias
parameters were calculated.

Three scenarios were considered. The first scenario
compares the experimental navigation performance (i.e.,
path length, total RMSE, maximum eigenvalue, cost func-
tion, etc.) versus the navigation performance predicted by
the offline path planning generator. Eight GPS satellites
were present at the time of the experiment and four LTE
base stations were used. Fig. 10 depicts the start and target
points for the ground vehicle. The path planning approach
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Fig. 10. Path planning generator results: Path 1: optimal; Path 2:
feasible; and Path 3: shortest between the start and target points but is
infeasible as it violates the constraints. This figure was obtained with

ArcGIS [14].

TABLE IX
Experiment Settings for Scenarios 1 and 2

described in Section III was executed offline with the set-
tings in Table IX. It is worth noting that cellular towers 1
and 3 were surrounded by tall buildings. There are also
tall buildings between towers 1 and 3 and the location
where the measurement noise variances were calculated
(red X’s in Fig. 9). It is suspected that this caused the cellular
measurement noise variances from towers 1 and 3 to higher
than those from towers 2 and 4.

Because the Galileo constellation was not used in the
experimental study, the dilution of precision (DOP) and
multipath-induced bias will be higher compared to the sim-
ulation study, leading to higher predicted constraint metrics.
Therefore, to allow for feasible paths, the constraints are re-
laxed in the experimental study. Though this does not follow
the rule for constraint selection discussed in Section III-E1,
the offline path planning generator output and experimental
results can still be compared as the settings used in each are
identical. It should be noted that in a realistic scenario, if
the designer found that there would be no feasible paths for

TABLE X
Experiment Settings for Scenario 3

the vehicle, a receiver for another GNSS constellation (or
additional sensors) can be added, instead of adjusting the
constraints. An experiment with multiple GNSS constella-
tions can be explored in future work. The spacing between
location indices where the position MSE was generated was
8 m. The LTE measurement noise variances were calculated
using the sample variance from received pseudoranges,
while the vehicle was stationary over K = 100 samples. The
perturbation parameters ε̂m and σ̂ 2

ε,m were also calculated,
while the vehicle was stationary over K = 10 samples.
The thresholds r̄max and λ̄max are relaxed compared to the
simulation study because the Galileo constellation is not
used. The path planning generator returned an optimal path
and a feasible path depicted in Fig. 10.

The second scenario evaluates the navigation perfor-
mance if the vehicle chooses to take the shortest path (Path
3 in Fig. 10) instead of the optimal or feasible path. The
settings for Scenario 2 are identical to those in experimental
Scenario 1.

The third scenario compares Approach A (does not
account for satellite motion) and Approach B (accounts
for satellite motion). A vehicle was driven along a long
trajectory, which was infeasible according to Approach A
but feasible according to Approach B. The experimental
results along this path were compared to the offline path
planning generator output results from Approaches A and
B. Table X provides the settings for Scenario 3 that differ
from Scenario 1.

B. Experimental Results

1) Scenario 1: The purpose of this scenario is to com-
pare the offline path planning generator output results with
the experimental navigation results. The vehicle was driven
along the optimal path, then the feasible path, and it was
assumed that the satellite geometry over the two paths did
not change drastically. The time difference between the two
paths was 5 min and 40 s, which is below the threshold time
for long trajectories (15 min). It was also confirmed that
there are no sharp changes in the GNSS reliability maps
along the path. Table XI compares the navigation perfor-
mance (i.e., path length, total RMSE, maximum eigenvalue,
cost function, etc.) along the optimal and feasible paths
returned by the simulated results versus those returned
experimentally.

Note the close match between the offline path planning
generator output and experimental navigation performance.
In particular, despite the differences in the offline path
planning generator output and experimental cost function
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Fig. 11. Offline path planning generator output results (referred to as simulated) and experimental results along (a), (d) optimal path; (b), (e) feasible
path; and (c), (f) infeasible path. (a), (b), and (c) show the simulated RMSE values at locations along the path, while (d), (e), and (f) compare the

vehicle’s experimentally estimated path from GNSS and cellular signals versus the ground truth path from the GNSS-IMU with RTK module. The
dashed circle in (c) specifies the area in which the simulator did not have a sufficient number of measurements to estimate the vehicle’s position

(corresponding to an RMSE of N/A), which matches the same area in (f) at which there were not sufficient pseudorange measurements from GNSS
and cellular signals to estimate the vehicle’s position. This figure was obtained with ArcGIS [14].

TABLE XI
Scenario 1: Offline Path Planning Generator Output Results

(Referred to as Simulation) and Experimental Navigation Results
Along Optimal and Feasible Paths

values, Path 1 performed better than Path 2, as predicted by
the path planning generator.

The offline path planning generator output RMSEs at
each location are shown in Fig. 11. Also shown in Fig. 11
are the vehicle’s ground truth path versus the experimentally
estimated path with GPS and cellular LTE signals. It can be
seen that the offline path planning generator output RMSE
closely follows the experimentally estimated path.

Fig. 12 shows the offline path planning generator output
versus experimental position errors for (a) optimal and
(b) feasible paths. There are a few discrepancies between
the generated and experimental results, which could be at-
tributed to inaccuracies in the map. In one particular area of
Fig. 11(b) (depicted with a dashed circle), the experimental

RMSE was 19.51 m, while the generated RMSE at that
area was about 5 m. This result can be seen in Fig. 12(b)
(depicted with dashed circles) from 108 to 110 s. Note that
the offline path planning generator output RMSE increases
to 17.01 m shortly thereafter. There are also unexpectedly
high experimental position errors that do not match the
generated RMSE from 41 to 45 s. This may be due to the
fact that the offline path planning generator does not account
for attenuation due to trees (there was dense foliage near
both areas). This result reveals that accurate knowledge of
the environment could be crucial for accurately generating
the position MSE. The foliage was not included in the 3-D
map because it was not surveyed or available online prior to
the experiment. However, existing software packages (e.g.,
Wireless Insite) could simulate foliage effects. There are
also areas in Fig. 12(b) where the offline path planning gen-
erator output RMSE is larger than the experimental RMSE,
such as from 60 to 80 s. This is a period of time where
the vehicle was stationary, and the actual measurement
noise variances may be smaller than those calculated in the
initialization step. This can be addressed in future work by
parameterizing the measurement noise variances according
to the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) instead of assuming it to
be constant.

2) Scenario 2: This scenario evaluates the navigation
performance for a vehicle using Dijkstra’s path planning
algorithm to execute the path with the shortest length [28].
In other words, the path planning algorithm does not account
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Fig. 12. Offline path planning generator output (referred to as
simulated) position RMSE and experimental position error along

(a) optimal path and (b) feasible path. Simulated position RMSE values
are shown by red dots, while experimental position error is shown with

blue dots.

for navigation performance: The cost function simply con-
siders the distance, while both constraints are removed. Path
3 in Fig. 10 is chosen which has a corresponding distance
of 629 m between the start and target points. As shown
in Fig. 11(c) and (f), Path 3 was deemed infeasible by the
path planning generator as several areas had a simulated
RMSE over 20 m, and one area had an insufficient number
of measurements to produce an estimate of the vehicle’s
state.

The experimental RMSE along the entire path was
12.12 m in areas where the navigation solution was com-
puted, which is twice as large as the position RMSE of the
other two paths. The dashed circle depicted in Fig. 11(f)
shows the area where the vehicle was unable to estimate its
position from GNSS and cellular signals, which is consis-
tent with Fig. 11(c). This scenario highlights the importance
of path planning to avoid situations where the AGV could
fail to estimate its state.

3) Scenario 3: This scenario compares the offline path
planning generator output navigation performances using
Approach A and Approach B and compares the results with
experimental data. The experimental data was collected
along a path that was infeasible according to Approach A
but feasible according to Approach B. This path is shown
in Fig. 13

Table XII compares the navigation performance along
this path as returned by the offline path planning generator
output results versus those found experimentally.

It can be seen that the experimental results (total RMSE,
maximum eigenvalue, and cost function) agree more with
Approach B than Approach A. It should be noted that the
vehicle’s actual speed was nearly 6.7 m/s. These results

Fig. 13. Chosen path which is infeasible according to Approach A and
feasible according to Approach B. Experimental results are shown of the

vehicle’s estimated path from GNSS and cellular measurements. This
figure was obtained with ArcGIS [14].

TABLE XII
Scenario 3: Offline Path Planning Generator Output (Referred to
as Simulation) and Experimental Navigation Results Along the

Chosen Path

demonstrate an improvement in the path planning generator
when satellite motion is accounted for, even when the ex-
pected vehicle speed is not exact. The experimental results
also show that the chosen path is feasible because it satisfies
the constraint, which is consistent with Approach B but not
consistent with Approach A. This shows that accounting for
GNSS satellite motion can lead to prescribed paths that are
shorter or have less error.

V. CONCLUSION

This article considered the problem where an AGV
equipped with GNSS and cellular receivers desires to reach
a target location by taking the shortest path with mini-
mum position MSE, while guaranteeing that the bias in the
position estimate and the position uncertainty are below
desired thresholds. The prequel of this article discussed
algorithms to generate signal reliability maps and path
planning. This article presented simulation and experimen-
tal results demonstrating the efficacy and accuracy of the
path planning approach for several driving scenarios. The
simulation results revealed that the path planning approach
1) reduced the uncertainty about the AGV’s position, 2)
increased the number of feasible paths to choose from,
which could be useful if other considerations arise (e.g.,
traffic jams and road blockages due to construction), and
3) yielded significantly shorter feasible paths, which would
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otherwise be infeasible with GNSS signals alone. The ex-
perimental results carried out on a ground vehicle navigating
in downtown Riverside, CA, USA, demonstrated a close
match with the simulated results.

The prescribed optimal path is expected to be among
the shortest paths in distance, while also accounting for
position accuracy along the path. Additionally, this path
avoids areas with large expected position errors, which
could violate safety constraints. In some cases, the pre-
scribed path may avoid urban canyons altogether and may
direct the AGV to leave the urban environment and re-enter
closer to the destination. In this case, it is recommended
that the vehicle manufacturer adds additional radio navi-
gation receivers or sensors to reduce the expected position
error to meet safety constraints. Other error sources can
be introduced in the path planning cost and constraints,
such as GNSS multipath-induced bias, or inaccuracies in
the building footprints that have been modeled in prior
work [23]. Methods for GNSS and cellular visibility pre-
dictions can be improved through 1) comparing signal
availability and received signal strength to 3-D map pre-
dictions using power and shadow matching [29]–[32], or
2) using a fish-eye camera to detect GNSS non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) [33], [34]. The same costs and constraints
can be evaluated with different navigation frameworks that
use filtering techniques and sensor fusion. Integrity mon-
itoring techniques [35]–[39] and map matching [40]–[43]
can also be used to improve transmitter selection or aug-
ment the path planning cost function. Time-varying path
planning in Approach B can be improved by using traffic
information [44].
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